Scientific Games Launches eInstant and Digital Games with Norsk Tipping, Norway's National
Lottery
November 21, 2018
LAS VEGAS, Nov. 21, 2018 /PRNewswire/ -- Scientific Games Corporation (NASDAQ: SGMS) ("Scientific Games" or the "Company") has launched
multiple digital games with Norsk Tipping, Norway's national lottery operator and World Lottery Association member. In partnership with Scientific
Games, Norsk Tipping has added 10 online slot games to their Kong Kasino game category and two new eInstant games to their Flax portfolio
(scratch games online), with additional launches of online slots and eInstant games planned for the coming months.

Norsk Tipping, a longtime business partner of the Company, plans to launch new digital games gradually to entertain more players as the library
grows. The first two eInstant games, Garden Secrets and Haunted Hotel will be followed by other eInstants that leverage innovative mechanics to
engage players. Scientific Games' eInstant library includes games that feature various mechanics such as crosswords, hidden image, match-to-win,
puzzles, and more. The planned eInstant games feature different ways to play, further diversifying the Norsk Tipping game library.
In addition to the selection of eInstant games, Scientific Games has launched some of its most popular iGaming titles with the Norwegian operator.
Fan favorites include 88 Fortunes®, Rainbow Riches™, and Raging Rhino®.
Hans Ringsvold, Head of Gaming Operations for Norsk Tipping said, "Our relationship with Scientific Games signifies a bright future for Norsk
Tipping's online gaming presence. The addition of massively popular slot titles and a library of fresh eInstant games boosts our portfolio and allows us
to reach a wider audience. We're excited to see continued growth as a result of this partnership."
Steve Schrier, Chief Commercial Officer for SG Digital, said, "Norsk Tipping is an excellent iLottery and online gaming partner. Our expansive content
portfolio empowers Norsk Tipping to level up their presence and reach more players in the Nordic region. This partnership creates a perfect
environment for our digital games. Scientific Games is thrilled to see a successful initial launch, and we look forward to providing more top-tier content
to Norwegian players."
All ® notices signify marks registered in the United States. © 2018 Scientific Games Corporation. All rights reserved.
About Scientific Games
Scientific Games Corporation (NASDAQ: SGMS) is a world leader in entertainment offering dynamic games, systems and services for casino, lottery,
social gaming, online gaming and sports betting. Scientific Games offers the gaming industry's broadest and most integrated portfolio of game content,
advanced systems, cutting-edge platforms and professional services. Committed to responsible gaming, Scientific Games delivers what customers
and players value most: trusted security, engaging entertainment content, operating efficiencies and innovative technology. For more information,
please visit scientificgames.com.
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Forward-Looking Statements
In this press release, Scientific Games makes "forward-looking statements" within the meaning of the U.S. Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of
1995. Forward-looking statements can be identified by words such as "will," "may," and "should." These statements are based upon management's
current expectations, assumptions and estimates and are not guarantees of timing, future results or performance. Therefore, you should not rely on
any of these forward-looking statements as predictions of future events. Actual results may differ materially from those contemplated in these
statements due to a variety of risks and uncertainties and other factors, including those factors described in our filings with the SEC, including the
Company's current reports on Form 8-K, quarterly reports on Form 10-Q and its latest annual report on Form 10-K filed with the SEC on March 1,
2018 (including under the headings "Forward Looking Statements" and "Risk Factors"). Forward-looking statements speak only as of the date they are
made and, except for Scientific Games' ongoing obligations under the U.S. federal securities laws, Scientific Games undertakes no obligation to

publicly update any forward-looking statements whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise.
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